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Abstract 

Wavelet analysis is being widely used in different 

fields for signal processing to increase efficiency and 

flexibility. A wavelet library has been a standard 

component in many simulation programs. However, 

wavelet analysis has not yet been included in Mode-

lica as a standard component. To fill this blank, a 

comprehensive wavelet library has been developed 

for Modelica. This library includes fifteen commonly 

used wavelet families. It can carry out continuous 

transform, forward and inverse discrete transforms, 

and multi-level decomposition and reconstruction in 

one-dimensional space. In addition, special applica-

tion tools for multi-resolution analysis and wavelet 

denoising are provided. Moreover, some examples 

are given to provide the users a quick start point to 

build up their own algorithms. This library was pro-

grammed and tested according to the Modelica lan-

guage specification 3.2 under the Dymola platform 

version 2013. The test results prove the functional-

ities of the library.  

Keywords: Modelica; Dymola; wavelet; Modelica 

library 

1 Introduction 

Although the wavelet transform has only been estab-

lished for several decades [1][2], it has already been 

applied in many fields because of its superior proper-

ties in signal processing. Besides practical applica-

tions, the wavelet transform is also a versatile tool 

for different simulation problems [3][4][5][6]. So far 

the wavelet transform has become a standard toolbox 

in many free and commercial simulation programs, 

such as Simulink™, Mathematica™, Maple™, Vis-

Sim™ and many others.  

Modelica, as a comprehensive multi-physical simula-

tion tool, has not yet included a library for carrying 

out wavelet transform. However, there exists demand 

for using wavelet transform within Modelica. In 

2005, Bünte and his colleagues analyzed the simula-

tion data of vehicle steering dynamics generated in 

Modelica with the wavelet transform [7]. Because of 

the lack of wavelet transform in Modelica, the analy-

sis had to be done with other software. In the paper 

of Ji [8] in 2010 about a Modelica signal analysis 

tool towards the design of more electric aircrafts the 

authors expressed the wish to do the analysis using 

wavelet transform directly within Modelica.  

The first application for the failure analysis in the 

power system using the prototype of the Modelica 

wavelet library was already introduced in 2012 [9]. 

After the successful development, the final Modelica 

wavelet library is introduced in this article. It in-

cludes the following features. 

• Fifteen wavelet families;  

• Continuous transform;  

• Discrete forward and inverse transforms; 

• Multi-level decomposition and reconstruction;  

• Multi-resolution analysis;  

• Denoising and data compression;  

• User friendly graphic user interface (GUI);  

• Importing simulation data from the hard disk;  

• Fully open source under Modelica License 2. 

 

In the first release version, the library has the follow-

ing limitations. 

• Only one-dimensional transformations are imple-

mented. 

• Only post-processing is possible. The algorithms 

cannot execute in real time applications. 

• The data to be analyzed must be have equidistant 

time grids. 

• The library is developed and tested under Dymola 

2013 demo version. 

2 Wavelet transform 

The basic knowledge about wavelet theory is re-

quired in order to use the wavelet library. In this sec-

tion, a very brief description about the wavelet the-
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ory will be given [1][2]. The theoretical part of [9] is 

roughly repeated here but with improvements for 

better understanding of common readers. 

2.1 Definition 

The wavelet transform can be considered as a further 

development of the Fourier transform, or more pre-

cisely, of the short time Fourier transform (STFT) 

[10]. Using the STFT, people try to localize the sig-

nal changing by selecting suitable time windows. 

This transformation, however, has its inherent draw-

backs. The most significant one is its limit in time-

frequency resolution due to the uncertainty principle.  

The wavelet transform overcomes this problem. This 

transformation is defined as [1]: 

           
 

    
   

   

 
 

          
      

 

  
. (1) 

This equation defines the wavelet transform of the 

function f(t) using wavelet function ψ at scale a and 

position b. The bar above function ψ stands for con-

jugation. For given a and b, the transformation result 

is a single real number, named wavelet coefficient. 

The wavelet function must satisfy some conditions to 

ensure that it is an orthonormal function: 

(1) Zero mean:        
 

  ; 

(2) Unit square norm:           
 

  ; 

(3) Compact support:                 , where 

C is a positive real number. 

(4) Dyadic orthogonality:                  , 

for      
 

         . Here       means in-

ner product of two functions. 

The wavelet function only represents the signal 

components that have zero mean, or high frequency 

components. For the zero and low frequency compo-

nents, a scaling function, which has unit mean value, 

is required. The wavelet and the scaling functions 

with the dyadic scaling and translation parameters 

build a complete orthogonal basis in the Hilbert 

space.  

The precise mathematical description of orthonor-

mality is easily found in almost every book about the 

wavelet transform, e.g. [1] and [2], and will not be 

repeated here. 

From this definition it is known that the wavelet 

transform is the integral of the multiplication of the 

signal to be studied, f, with a wavelet function, ψ. It 

has the same form as the STFT. However, not like 

the STFT, where only sine and cosine functions are 

used for the transformation, the wavelet transform 

uses different wavelet functions, which can be se-

lected according to the specific problems from a 

principally unlimited set.  

Parameter a defines the width and height of the 

wavelet function ψ keeping its unit square norm. If a 

makes ψ narrower, the wavelet represents fast 

changes and the transformation focuses on the high 

frequency components of the signal. Parameter, b, 

shifts the wavelet function along the time axis, so 

that the transform helps us to observe signals at dif-

ferent locations. Using different values a and b, it is 

possible to observe the signal at different positions in 

the time domain and in different frequency ranges 

with only one transformation. 

Two forms of wavelet transform are available: Con-

tinuous wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete wave-

let transform (DWT). In CWT both scale and posi-

tion parameters are continuous real values. The 

transformation result, i.e. the wavelet coefficient, is 

therefore also continuous. CWT expresses the signal 

changes in a continuous manner. It is more suitable 

for the visual examination. However, the transform 

result contains redundant information and the trans-

form requires large calculation efforts. The general 

CWT has no corresponding inverse transformation. 

2.2 Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 

In the DWT only discrete values of the scale and 

location parameters are used. The values are deter-

mined according to point (4) of the wavelet proper-

ties. The transformation result, i.e. the wavelet coef-

ficient, is therefore discrete.  

As an example, the following figure shows the form 

of the third order Daubechies scaling and wavelet 

functions and their Fourier transforms [1]. 

 
Figure 1: The third order Daubechies scaling and wavelet func-

tions (a) with their Fourier transforms (b) 

 

From the Fourier transforms it can be seen that the 

scaling function mainly covers the lower frequency 

range while the wavelet function stretches in a higher 

frequency range. This coincides with the afore-

mentioned description. From this point of view, 

DWT is actually the division of the time signal into 

different frequency bands. Thus, it is straightforward 

to understand that the calculation of DWT is realized 
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using filter banks. In inverse DWT the calculation is 

similar. This process can be illustrated with Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: DWT and inverse DWT calculation using filter banks 

 

DWT transforms the original sequence in two new 

series:  

(1) the approximation coefficients, cA(k), represent-

ing the low frequency components, obtained us-

ing the low pass filter for decomposition, hd0, 

and  

(2) the detail coefficients, cD(k), representing the 

high frequency components, obtained using the 

high pass filter for decomposition, hd1.  

The symbol ↓2 means down-sampling. The operation 

is to delete one from every two adjacent coefficients, 

in order to remove the redundant information. The 

inverse DWT carries out the reversed operation. The 

operator, ↑2, expands a coefficient series by inserting 

a zero between every two adjacent elements. After 

that the two series are operated with two filters, re-

spectively, and added together to get the original 

signal. 

2.3 Multi-resolution analysis 

Considering the DWT process shown in Figure 2, 

sequence, cA(k), which represents the low frequency 

components, can be further divided into a lower fre-

quency part and a higher frequency part. This proc-

ess can be repeated and a series of coefficient se-

quences representing different frequency ranges will 

be obtained, as shown in the following figure: 

 

 
Figure 3: Wavelet multi-level decomposition  

This is process is named as wavelet multi-level de-

composition. The output of this operation, cD1, cD2, 

…, cDn and cAn, are different levels of DWT coeffi-

cients, representing the signal components from 

higher to lower frequencies. This analysis provides a 

convenient tool to observe different frequency com-

ponents of the signal depending on time. 

Similar to the calculation process of inverse DWT, if 

the algorithm goes in an inverse direction of Figure 

3, we will get the original signal using the wavelet 

coefficients of different levels. This process is called 

signal reconstruction.  

Applying multi-level decomposition, we can project 

a signal into a sequence of nested subspaces. We are 

then able to observe the original signal in different 

subspaces that contain different details of the signal. 

This realizes the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) of 

the signal using wavelet transform. 

3 Realization 

The wavelet library is developed according to the 

Modelica Language Specification 3.2 with the simu-

lation environment software, Dymola 2013 (32-bit) 

demo version. Although the Dymola demo version 

has limitations on the complexity of simulation mod-

els, it does not impose any limitations in program-

ming. 

3.1 Library structure 

The wavelet library structure is sketched in Figure 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Wavelet library structure 

 

The whole library is composed of eight packages and 

64 single classes, plus an external C-file to support 

generating Meyer wavelets. All of these elements are 

summarized in four parts as shown in the figure. 

The central part of this library is the package “Trans-

form”, which includes the functions carrying out dif-

ferent wavelet transformations.  

The part “General classes” provides a fundament for 

realizing the wavelet transforms and other opera-

tions, as shown in the bottom part of the above fig-

ure. Four packages are included in this part. They are  
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 “Wavelet Families” for generating wavelet filter 

banks and functions,  

 “General Functions” for the basic data operation 

and processing,  

 “Records” for the definition of data structures and 

supporting GUI, and  

 “Types” to define enumeration parameters. 

Two wavelet applications – MRA and denoising –  

are provided. It should be noted that the wavelet de-

noising package can also be applied for the data 

compression since these two operations use the same 

concept and algorithm [2]. 

In addition, the package “Examples” consists of 

functions and models for six examples to provide the 

users a quick introduction to the wavelet library. 

3.2 Wavelet library release 

The functional part of this library consists of only 

two files: 

 “Wavelet.mo” as the main library package to in-

clude all Modelica codes, and 

 “fft_c.c” as an external C-function to calculate 

Fourier transform for generating Meyer wavelets. 

Two example data files, testSignal1.mat and testSig-

nal2.mat, are delivered, although they could be very 

easily generated by running the two example models 

in the library.  

In addition, a “Help” folder including all descriptions 

of this library is also a part of the delivery. 

3.3 Required components 

Besides the Modelica standard libraries, the full per-

formance of this library relies on two further librar-

ies, Modelica_LinearSystem2 and Plot3D. The 

former one is a free library available from Modelica 

Association. The latter one is delivered with Dy-

mola, and is only used for showing CWT results. In 

the free demo version of Dymola, Plot3D works but 

is limited to two-dimensional images. 

3.4 Wavelet families 

Fifteen wavelet families are available in this library. 

 Haar  

 Daubechies , up to the 20-th order 

 Symlets , up to the 20-th order 

 Coiflets , up to the 5-th order 

 Biorthogonal spline, 15 variations 

 Reverse biorthogonal spline, 15 variations 

 Discrete Meyer  

 Meyer  

 Gaussian , up to the 8-th order 

 Mexican hat  

 Morlet  

 Complex Gaussian , up to the 8-th order 

 Complex Morlet  

 Complex Shannon  

 Complex frequency B-Spline , unlimited order 

 

The package “Families” consists of fifteen functions 

for the wavelets listed above. Two more functions 

that are directly related to wavelet families are also 

included: “scalingWaveFunc” for generating the 

wavelet and scaling functions of a specific wavelet, 

and “wavFunc” providing a common entry to access 

all fifteen wavelets. 

3.5 Wavelet transform 

Five variations of one-dimensional wavelet trans-

form have been implemented in the library. The re-

lated functions are included in the package “Trans-

form”. 

CWT is provided with two variations for more flexi-

bility. One CWT variation accepts a wavelet name 

while the other one accepts a wavelet function as the 

input parameter. According to the wavelet theory, no 

inverse transform exists for general CWT. 

For the discrete version, both forward and inverse 

wavelet transforms are possible. They are realized 

with two Modelica functions, respectively. 

In the discrete domain, the multi-level data decom-

position and the reconstruction are carried out by 

actually applying the discrete wavelet transform and 

inverse transform in a cascaded manner. The algo-

rithms are implemented by two Modelica functions, 

“wavDec” and “wavRec”, respectively.  

In addition, two more functions are included in this 

package, too, since they are closely related to the 

transforms. Function “wavRec1” reconstructs the 

data using only the wavelet coefficients of one spe-

cific level. This is actually a subset of multi-level 

reconstruction. The other function “wavCoef1” is 

used to extract the wavelet coefficients of a certain 

decomposition level. These two operations are spe-

cially useful for wavelet applications, such as MRA 

and denoising. 

3.6 Applications 

The wavelet library provides two applications, the 

MRA and the denoising, which are supposed to be 

the mostly used functionalities for processing the 

simulation data. 
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The principle of the wavelet MRA has been de-

scribed in section 2.3. With this tool the user is able 

to divide the signal into different scales, or frequency 

regions, and observe the signal with different resolu-

tion. Using different Modelica functions, users can 

get the MRA results either in the numeric form or in 

the graphic form with curves. In addition, this tool 

provides the flexibility to tune the coefficients of 

every single level, so that the user can intentionally 

strengthen or suppress the information in some cer-

tain levels. An example of MRA is to be given later 

in this article. 

Like MRA, the wavelet denoising is carried out 

based on wavelet multi-level decomposition and re-

construction. The wavelet denoising is suitable only 

for data with high signal-to-noise ratio. Based on this 

condition, the wavelet coefficients representing the 

noise have smaller values compared with those rep-

resenting useful information. By removing these 

small coefficients, the noise can be eliminated from 

the data. The threshold to separate the noise and the 

information coefficients is the key to this algorithm. 

It can be selected by the user or automatically esti-

mated by the tool. It has to be noted that, if auto-

matic estimation is used, the noise in the data must 

have Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit 

standard deviation. 

As an extra possibility, data compression can be real-

ized by the denoising application tool since these two 

operations are actually based on the same algorithm. 

For more information about this topic, relevant lit-

eratures, such as [1] and [2], can be referred to. 

3.7 Graphical user interface 

A graphical user interface (GUI) is important for a 

user-friendly environment in this library. The GUI is 

mainly realized by using Modelica “Types” combin-

ing the simulation environment software for inputs 

and diagrams for outputs.  

By combining the GUIs for input and output, a very 

simple but convenient interactive operation is possi-

ble. It is also possible to realize more complex and 

user-friendly interactive performance using specific 

scripts written by users. 

3.8 User’s guide 

A complete User’s Guide in PDF format with a de-

tailed description of every single class in this library 

is delivered in the release version. In addition, a 

“Help” folder is included in the delivery package. 

This folder contains HTML files with hyper-links.  

Within the library, no separate package serving as a 

User’s Guide is provided since all related descrip-

tions about the Modelica classes, including Pack-

ages, Models, Functions, Types and Records, have 

already been embedded in the library. These descrip-

tions can be easily accessed in the simulation envi-

ronment software. Hyper-links are included in the 

description texts for quick movement among the li-

brary to access the information from different 

classes. 

4 Testing the library 

The algorithms of this wavelet library were com-

pletely tested with the black-box method. Testing 

vectors have been defined for each algorithm. The 

function outputs were checked visually and numeri-

cally. The numeric check was carried out with the 

assistance of MATLAB because most algorithms 

written in the Modelica wavelet library are included 

in the MATLAB wavelet toolbox. For these algo-

rithms, the same input parameters were given to the 

functions of the Modelica wavelet library and the 

corresponding commands in MATLAB. The calcula-

tion results of both tools were compared. An algo-

rithm of the library is considered correct if the de-

crepancy is below a certain limit. 

All testing results were recorded and summarized. 

As an example, Table 1 shows the summary of the 

testing results of the function “Wave-

let.Families.wavCoiflets”, which is used to generate 

the wavelet filters associated with Coiflets wavelets.  

 

Table 1: Testing recording for Wavelet.Families.wavCoiflets 

order F lod hid lor hir Result 

1 - - - - - Error = 0 

2 - - - - - Error = 0 

3 - - - - - Max. error < 1e-16 

4 - - - - - Max. error < 1e-16 

5 - - - - - Error = 0 

 

The first six columns of the table records the input 

and output values of the function. Since the data 

amount of the output values is too large, the data are 

stored in a separate file. The last column “Result”, 

records the errors of the outputs obtained by the 

Modelica function under test compared with the data 

calculated by the same algorithm written in MAT-

LAB.  

All other functions in the library were tested with the 

same process and altogether 133 numeric testing re-

sults were recorded. The errors are illustrated in Fig-

ure 5. Since the values are shown in logarithm axis, 
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the first 58 points with zero value are not plotted. 

The testing showed that the more than half of the 

tests have the errors below 2e-16, which is around 

the digital error of a double precision floating num-

ber. Other errors with the values up to 5e-14 might 

be caused by the precision of the direct constant 

numbers and difference in details of the coding in the 

algorithms.  

 
Figure 5: Error distribution of the testing results 

 

In addition, visual checks were carried out for all 

functions that have graphical inputs and outputs. All 

results coincided with the specifications. For the 

functions outputting curves and images, the graphic 

data are actually numerical results and also tested 

numerically. 

5 Examples 

In this section, we take two examples to partially 

show the usage and functionalities of the new Mode-

lica Wavelet Library in the simulation environment, 

Dymola. 

5.1 The signal under study 

The signal under study is defined in equation (2).  

 

         

    
                

                    
   

    
                    
                

   

(2) 

 

It is a time-variant signal containing two frequencies, 

10 and 50 Hz. At time t = 0.5 s, the magnitudes of 

the two frequency components alternate. Signal y is 

generated with the Modelica model “testSignal2” in 

the package “Examples” of the wavelet library. It is 

shown in Figure 6. 

t (s)

y

y1

y2

 
Figure 6: The signal under study for the examples 

 

Since the wavelet transform can only be correctly 

performed with an equidistant time grid, the simula-

tion data should be stored with an equidistant time 

grid. Otherwise, the data have to be converted to 

equidistant time grid with the library function “in-

terpL” before applying wavelet transform. In the ex-

amples, this is ensured by setting the sampling fre-

quency “fs” to a none-zero positive value. 

5.2 Wavelet multi-resolution analysis 

Firstly we carry out an MRA using the wavelet li-

brary to observe the signal around the transient time, 

t = 0.5 s with different resolutions. This is done by 

executing the function “fileDataMRA” in the pack-

age “Examples”. Most of the input parameters can be 

left at default values except the following ones: 

 Time range for analysis is set as t0 = 0.25 and t1 

= 0.75 since we are only interested in the tran-

sient region; 

 Sampling frequency fs = 480, so that the highest 

frequency in the testing data is 240 Hz (fs/2); 

 Nd = 7 in the wavelet definition “wd” to select 

the 7-th order Daubechies wavelet; 

 decLevel = 3 in the MRA parameters 

“mraParameters” for carrying out a three level 

wavelet decomposition; and 

 rA = 0 in “mraParameters” to remove the lowest 

frequency components in the reconstructed sig-

nal. 

 

After execution, we get eight curves displayed in two 

diagrams in Dymola. In the first diagram, the origi-

nal signal and the data in the approximation level 

and three detail levels are displayed. They are shown 

here in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: The original signal and decomposed data 

 

The x-axis of the diagram shown in Dymola is given 

in data point. There are 240 data points; and the 

symbol of the original data is shown as “u” instead 

of “y”. 

The wavelet decomposition in this MRA separates 

the original signal into four time series containing 

different frequency components. This is illustrated 

with Figure 8. 

fs

2

fs

4

fs

8

fs

16
0

Magnitude

f

D1D2D3A3

 
Figure 8: Separation of the frequency components with three-

level wavelet multi-resolution analysis 

 

Since the sampling frequency is fs = 480 Hz, we 

know that the 10 Hz component of the original signal 

is projected into level A3 and the 50 Hz component 

falls in D3. From Figure 7 we also see some oscilla-

tions in level D2. This is because the wavelet de-

composition does not realize perfect frequency sepa-

ration. Furthermore, some peaks in level D1 repre-

sent the frequency transient and edge effect, which 

imply fast changing events. 

The second half of the MRA in this example is data 

reconstruction after the tuning of the wavelet coeffi-

cients. This is shown with four curves in the second 

diagram, which is not repeated in this article. Since 

we have set rA = 0, meaning to remove the informa-

tion in the approximation level, which mainly con-

tains the 10 Hz component, the reconstructed data 

mainly contains the 50 Hz component, as shown 

Figure 9. We can see that this signal is almost identi-

cal to the middle part (0.25 – 0.75 s) of signal y2 in 

Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 9: The reconstructed data after removing the approxima-

tion coefficients in wavelet MRA 

5.3 Continuous Wavelet Transform 

The second example demonstrates CWT for the 

same signal as shown in Figure 6. By executing the 

function “fileData_cwtn” without changing any de-

fault parameters we can get the CWT result illus-

trated with a 2-dimensional image or a 3-

dimensional surface, depending on the version of 

Dymola used. The image with pseudo-colour is 

shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: Continuous wavelet transform of the signal under 

study 

 

The coefficients are shown with warmer colours 

(yellow-orange-red) for larger magnitudes and colder 

colours (green-light blue-dark blue) for smaller mag-

nitudes. The horizontal axis represents the time from 

0 to 1 second. The vertical axis represents the wave-

let scales from 1 to 64. The relationship between 

scales and frequencies is determined by both the 

sampling frequency of the data and the wavelet used. 

By observing this CWT image we can draw several 

conclusions: 

 The frequency transient happens at t = 0.5 s. 

 Both low frequency components (here 10 Hz) and 

high frequency components (here 50 Hz) are pre-

sent throughout the time span of the signal. 
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 Before 0.5 s low frequency components are much 

stronger than the high frequency components. 

This reverses after 0.5 s. 

6 Conclusion 

This article describes a new wavelet library devel-

oped for Modelica. This library contains fifteen 

wavelet families commonly used in research and en-

gineering applications, continuous wavelet trans-

form, discrete wavelet transform both in forward and 

inverse directions, two application tools and several 

examples. In addition, the library provides graphic 

user interfaces for some functions to support a user-

friendly workflow. Moreover, it includes documenta-

tion embedded in the library, plus an external user’s 

manual.  

During and after the development work, black-box 

testing was carried out for all algorithms. The testing 

results have proved the correctness of the library.   

The first release of this Modelica wavelet library is 

limited to one-dimensional wavelet transforms for 

post-processing of the simulation data. Several 

wavelet calculations, such as wavelet packet and 

two-dimensional transform, are not yet included. 

This could be gradually added in the future. Never-

theless, the introduction of this wavelet library will 

definitely enrich the functionality of Modelica and 

contribute much to the Modelica society. 
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